I. INTRODUCTION
T HIS work is motivated by the problem of video motion class detection in order to understand object behaviors. The underlying issue is the content-based exploitation of video footage which is of continuously increasing interest in numerous applications, e.g., for retrieving video sequences in large TV archives [12] , [42] , creating automatic video summarization of sport TV programs [32] , or detecting specific actions or activities in video-surveillance [6] , [26] . It implies to shorten the well-known semantic gap between computed low-level features and high-level concepts. Considering 2D trajectories is attractive since they form computable image features which capture elaborated spatio-temporal information on the viewed actions. Methods for tracking moving objects in an image sequence are now available to get reliable enough 2D trajectories in various situations. These trajectories are given as a set of consecutive positions in the image plane over time. If they are embedded in an appropriate modeling framework, high-level information on the dynamic scene can then be reachable.
The developed method aims at designing a general trajectory classification method taking into account both the trajectory shape (geometrical information related to the type of motion and to variations in the motion direction) and the speed changes of the moving object on its trajectory (dynamics-related information). Unless required by a specific application, the process should not be affected by the location of the trajectory in the image plane (invariance to translation), by its direction in the image plane (invariance to rotation) and by the distance of the viewed action to the camera (invariance to scale). A robust enough framework is also desired since local differential features computed on the extracted trajectories are prone to be noise corrupted. The method should not exploit strong a priori information on the scene structure, the camera set-up, the 3D object motions.
This paper tackles two important tasks related to dynamic video content understanding within a unique trajectory-based framework. The first considered problem is recognizing (or retrieving) events in videos. Semantic classes of dynamic video contents are learned from a set of representative training trajectories and candidate trajectories are assigned to the most relevant (nearest) class. The second task is detecting unexpected events by comparing the test trajectories to representative trajectories of known classes of events.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, related works on trajectory-based video content analysis are outlined. In Section III, the considered local differential features to represent 2D trajectories are introduced. It is shown that they are invariant to 2D translation, 2D rotation and scale transformation, and their computation is also described. Section IV presents the developed HMM-based framework to model trajectories. It can be viewed as a (statistical) quantization of the local features while accounting for their temporal evolution. A way to select the number of states when considering this quantization framework is also proposed, as well as the HMM-based similarity measure used to compare or to classify trajectories. Section V deals with the video understanding tasks: event retrieval and detection of unexpected events. Section VI introduces other classification methods which will intervene in the comparative experimental evaluation of the proposed method. In Section VII, the two data sets (composed of trajectories computed in sport videos) used to test and compare the methods are presented. Results are reported and discussed. Concluding remarks are then given.
II. RELATED WORK
Trajectory analysis can help recognizing events, actions, or interactions between people and objects. Several methods have been developed to compare and classify trajectories in order to analyze the content of video sequences. Two steps are needed to consider and compare trajectories. First, an efficient representation, able to characterize trajectory properties, is needed. In the video context, for general use, some relevant invariances have to be considered. Then, for comparison purpose, these informations shall be modeled precisely, keeping the important spatio-temporal semantics of the trajectories. In this section, a brief overview of these two aspects of the trajectory analysis is presented.
A. Trajectory Feature Representation
Various methods consider different features (and mixture of feature) to process video trajectories, some first considering point coordinates [1] , [2] [4], [9] , [16] , [35] , [36] , [37] , [41] and local orientations [33] , [43] on image trajectories as input features. Using these features leads to express strict spatial similarity between trajectories. Other techniques use velocities [43] , [48] and curvatures [30] , [34] as features to compare 2D trajectories, but visual velocity and curvature still depend on the distance of the viewed action to the camera. In [13] , Fashandi et al. consider a rotation invariant representation using relative sequences of angles. In combination with some features defined above, some recent relevant works deal with the color density (RGB information) [25] , [26] and the sizes of the tracked objects [27] , [28] .
All the aforementioned methods exploit features that are not at the same time invariant to translation, rotation and scale transformation. A work by Bashir et al. [3] defined a feature representation invariant to translation and rotation, where scaling effects can be handled by resampling the trajectory data to a common sample size. In this paper, the rough video trajectory information is considered by defining a relevant feature, keeping the motion and shape aspects while standing directly invariant to relevant transformations (including rotation, translation and scaling).
B. Trajectory Modeling
In the past few years, several modelings dealing with the spatio-temporal similarities between considered trajectories have been proposed. Johnson and Hogg [29] described a method representing the trajectory distributions, using flow vectors to train some competitive neural networks. Buzan et al. [8] resorted to the Longest Common Subsequence (LCSS) distance [47] to classify trajectories computed in an image sequence acquired by a single stationary camera for video surveillance. This method is based on a hierarchical unsupervised clustering of trajectories where trajectory features are vectors of 2D coordinates of the trajectory points. Wang et al. [48] introduced a novel similarity measure based on a modified Hausdorff distance and a comparison confidence measure. Bashir et al. presented a trajectory-based real-time indexing method [4] segmenting the trajectories in subtrajectories using curvature informations, and applying PCA (principal components analysis) and spectral clustering. A system that learns patterns of activity from trajectories and hierarchically classifies sequences using a codebook was developed by Stauffer and Grimson [46] .
Remagnino et al. [45] proposed an agent architecture for multi-camera behavior classification in visual surveillance. Some last work used automatically defined grammar rules to model the basic motion patterns of moving objects, using a minimum description length principle [50] .
Recent works mainly explored modeling frameworks such as PN (Probabilistic Network) [11] , [17] [24] , [31] , [36] , [38] , HMM (Hidden Markov Model) [5] , [10] [34], [39] or SMC (Semi-Markov Chain) [23] to efficiently express the temporal information (causality) embedded in video trajectories and the semantic meaning that they convey. Porikli defined relevant distances to handle trajectories, especially a HMM-based distance using a Rabiner distance between HMMs to compare trajectories [43] . A comparison of similarity measures relying on some of these modeling can be found in [49] . Nevertheless, the methods based on HMMs, SMCs or DPNs developed so far need much data to efficiently model feature distributions so that these methods are unadapted to treat short trajectories (see Section IV-A).
The novel method developed in this paper considers the trajectory as a dynamical pattern where the other modelings described above consider the trajectories as attached to the precise filmed scene architecture (for example, paths modeling in a parking video systems). So the approach designed here is different from those proposed so far in several points. First, local differential trajectory features which are able to jointly capture information on the trajectory shape and on the object speed are introduced. Besides, they are inherently invariant to translation, rotation and scale transformations. A procedure to compute them, efficient and robust to noise, has also been developed. Second, temporal evolution of these features over the trajectory curve is explicitly accounted for by considering an original and effective HMM scheme. Indeed, the HMMs states are given by properly quantizing the real feature values. This HMM method is also able to process trajectories of any sizes (especially small trajectories), and efficient HMM parameter estimations are proposed. Moreover, a HMM distance which can be exploited both for recognizing dynamic video contents and detecting unexpected events has been adopted. All these elements make the overall proposed framework automatic, general and flexible.
III. INVARIANT LOCAL TRAJECTORY FEATURES
A feature that represents both trajectory shape and object acceleration (more specifically, velocity magnitude change is meant) is required to capture the full intrinsic properties of a video trajectory. As stressed in the introduction, it should also be invariant to 2D translation, 2D rotation and scale transformation which will be helpful in most video applications, and may allow comparison of trajectories from different cameras.
A. Trajectory Kernel Smoothing
A trajectory is defined by a set of points corresponding to the successive image positions of the tracked object in the image sequence (video shot). The term "object" must be understood in a broad sense, i.e., interest point, gravity center of a segmented region, window center,
To reliably compute the local differential trajectory features, a continuous representation of the curve formed by the trajectory is needed. To this end, a kernel approximation of is performed, defined by where denotes the observed coordinates of the tracked object at time and its smoothed representation. Finally, is a smoothing parameter to be set according to the noise magnitude. Explicit expressions can then be derived for the first-and second-order temporal derivatives of the trajectory positions: respectively, , , and .
B. Smoothing Parameter Selection
To have a complete automatic feature extraction method, a way to choose the smoothing parameter is needed. Hence, for any trajectory of size , an average squared error (ASE) (Härdle et al. [19] ) criterion is considered, defined by where are the "true" values to estimate. A naive approximation of , called the "resubstitution estimate", is done by replacing by such that:
Now, adding and subtracting to (1) leads to (2) with . Considering now a cross validation method, where is a "leave-one-out" estimator given by it can be shown that the expectation of the third term of (2) is equal to zero if is used instead of , i.e.,,
Moreover, the first term of (2), , is independent of so that choosing such that is minimized is equivalent to minimizing, on average, . Practically, in order to keep coherence of as a window regarding the data, candidates to minimize have to be in the same scale than the smallest values of (i.e.,, ).
C. Derivation of the Trajectory Features
Local orientation of the curve, given by , is first considered. By construction, it is invariant to 2D translation and scale transformation. To add invariance to 2D rotation, the temporal derivative of (i.e.,, ) is analyzed. Thus, . On the other hand:
where is the local curvature of the trajectory and the local velocity magnitude at point . The numerator of is the determinant of the matrix and the denominator is the squared velocity magnitude. Thus, is invariant to rotation (as well as translation and scale invariant since is translation and scale invariant). This local feature also captures well both the trajectory shape and the object speed since it is composed of the local curvature and the instantaneous velocity magnitude. The feature vector representing a trajectory extracted in a video shot is then the vector containing the successive values of : .
IV. TRAJECTORY MODELING AND SIMILARITY
In order to efficiently process the invariant trajectory characterization previously described, probabilistic networks, and more specifically HMMs are used since the inherent properties of this modeling help taking into account the temporal evolution of the spatio-temporal information contained in the trajectories. Classical HMMs, relying on GMMs (Gaussian Mixture Models), are designed to model data of sufficient sizes. Hence this modeling hardly treat small trajectories with only few dozens of observations. An original HMM modeling, based on a uniform quantization of the observation space and dealing efficiently with small trajectories, is here proposed.
A. Design of the Hidden Markov Model
Hidden Markov models (HMMs) are used to build the needed statistical framework since HMMs inherently express temporal causality. The HMM framework is exploited in a somewhat original way since the HMMs states are given by properly quantized values of . To determine the HMMs state values, the distribution of of the considered trajectories is studied. For each trajectory , an interval is defined, centered around the mean value of and containing a given percentage of the computed . Experimentally, using equal to 95% gave the best efficiency so that in the following, will be fixed at a 95% value. Then, a quantization is performed on into a number of bins, named the interior states. This is illustrated in Fig. 1 which presents the quantization performed on the considered percentage (i.e.,, in ) of observations. Two boarding states (unlimited states) are also defined by and , so that the total number of states corresponding to a trajectory is where states and are defined by and . Fig. 2 presents four synthetic trajectories and their corresponding histograms in the considered quantization. This quantization-based HMM framework is now denoted as QHMM.
Methods that use QHMM to treat video trajectories have already been designed in [20] (that will be denoted by "global QHMM"). The overall idea is here somewhat different since a single and characterizing interval per trajectory is now considered, whereas only one global interval (on all the data from all the considered trajectories) was used before, considering the two boarding states as outlier measurements. This new proposed technique allows to consider the extreme data values of a trajectory as important information corresponding to significant phases of the movement of a precise mobile.
The QHMM which models the trajectory is now characterized by: -the state transition matrix with where is the state variable at instant and is its value (i.e., the th bin of the quantized histogram); -the initial state distribution , with ; -the conditional observation probabilities , where , since the computed are the observed values. The conditional observation probabilities are defined, in , as Gaussian distributions of means (i.e., the median value of the histogram bin ). Their standard deviations do not depend on the state and are specified so that the intervals correspond to the bin widths. These conditional observations probabilities are then normalized such that, for any observation ,
. Outside of , the observation are considered to belong to the corresponding boarding state. An illustration of the conditional observation probabilities is presented in Fig. 3 . This conditional observation model has one very important advantage. Considering that an observation may (even with very small probabilities) belong to any other state, this method helps dealing with very small trajectories, preventing from having zero values when estimating matrix in the training stage by lack of measure (especially in case of short trajectories). Otherwise, if matrix have zero values, infinite distances will be found between two (possibly "close") trajectories.
To estimate and in this QHMM modeling, a least-square error technique used in [15] is adapted here, where the QHMMs are assimilated to a count process. If (corresponding to a weight for the count process), empirical estimates of and (for a trajectory of size ) are given by, for and :
As illustration, examples of a real trajectories are showed in Fig. 4 , their smoothed counterparts as well as the estimated values of and coefficients for their associated QHMMs.
In contrast, in the HMM framework relying on Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) introduced in [43] to model trajectories and their temporal evolution, the number of states remains difficult to set (it relies on a validity score that requires a balancing factor to be fixed), whereas in Section IV-B, a statistical automatic QHMM state number selection is proposed. Furthermore, to have an efficient approximation of the GMMs, the trajectory size should be much larger than the number of Gaussian mixture components (used for the conditional observation distribution) times the number of states [43] , whereas the novel QHMM method is developed to handle trajectories of any sizes.
B. Choosing the Number of HMM States
In the QHMM framework described above, the number of interior states (in ) used to define a model describing a trajectory remains undefined. To efficiently compute this parameter, a statistical decision based upon a balance between the number of states and the confidence in the histogram values is developed. The aim is to define a criterion such that both the number of states (to prevent from overfitting) and the size of the corresponding state histogram values confidence intervals (to have a reliable histogram representation) would be as small as possible.
Considering the "real" value corresponding to bin (i.e.,, state ) of the normalized histogram representing the distribution of the of a trajectory (of size ), and its estimator defined as the proportion of observed in the considered bin by where is the number of observations in the bin , and is the number of observations in . is the indicator function of belonging of in the interior states, and the hypothesis that follows a Bernoulli law on is done. Then, using the central limit theorem [14] , So, asymptotically, (3) is (trivially) an unbiased estimator of , so that the confidence interval (with a confidence percentage of 95%) of can be defined by where the quantile is the value ensuring that, considering ( Choosing , which is a scaling parameter aiming at helping the comparison of and by ensuring these two values to evolve in the same scale, is still needed. Considering a given distribution, the asymptotic estimations of the proportions are constant. Hence, is a decreasing function of , and, thus, it can be assumed that is also a decreasing function of . In order to determine the function , a decreasing function (decreasing function having the same form that ) is empirically considered. First, the choice of a constant is done by considering a value which gives somewhat compact distributions of for the considered classes of similar trajectories (see Fig. 8 for the classes of trajectories), by maximizing the inter-class distances while minimizing the intra-class distances (first order linear discriminant analysis on ). Then, choosing a representative value of for the trajectories of each class (for example the mean of the found using for the instances of a class, leaving out the isolated points), the intervals that leads to this representative value (for a class ) versus the sizes of the trajectories are then considered.
As a result, a regression was processed on the upper and lower bound values of these intervals, considering that Fig. 5 . intervals leading to a chosen "good" N according to data sizes (trajectory or group of trajectories from different classes). The red and blue points respectively correspond to the upper and lower bound, the green ones corresponding to the means of the intervals. The purple function is the regression obtained on the red and blue points, using a least square error estimator and an inverse function of the data sizes.
Using a least square error estimation scheme, the value minimizing is found. Fig. 5 shows that a regression using an inverse function of with a least square error estimation gives very satisfying results, validating the hypothesis that is a decreasing function of and more specifically an inverse function of . This first determined function is then used to choose a new number of states for the whole set of considered trajectories, leading to a new regression and so on until the function was stable (no more changes in the states sequence associated to the set of trajectories). This method enables to have a relevant function for any class of trajectory. In the experiments, it has been found that , so that is an efficient scaling coefficient allowing automatic states number choose, for any trajectory of any class.
Then, to process a relevant comparison (i.e comparing HMMs having the same number of states), an unique number is needed for the whole set of trajectories. Using the function described above, the state number to consider in the intervals is defined by when considering the data corresponding to the whole set of trajectories (Fig. 6 ).
C. Similarity Measure
To compare two trajectories, a similarity measure has to be defined. To this end, the built QHMM framework is exploited. To compare trajectories, a cross distance based on the distance between HMMs proposed by Rabiner [44] is defined. Given two HMMs represented by their parameter sets and ( ), the distance is defined by where is the sequence of measures used to train the model and expresses the probability of observing with model (computed using (Fig. 8). a Viterbi algorithm). To be used as a similarity measure, a symmetrized version is required: (4) In the presented method, a specific modeling is associated to each trajectory , and is defined by the interval . Hence, to compare two trajectories and , the parameter sets , , and are computed, where correspond to the parameters found for the trajectory when considering the model associated to the trajectory ( interval). Then, the cross symmetrized distance between two trajectories and is then defined by:
V. VIDEO UNDERSTANDING TASKS

A. Recognition of Learned Classes of Dynamic Video Content
The problem of recognizing events, or equivalently, of retrieving instances of known classes of events in videos is here considered. Each class is first modeled by a set of QHMMs corresponding to representative trajectories (those used in the training step, i.e.,, the initial members of the classes). Recognition is then performed by assigning the processed trajectory to the nearest class. The distance to a class is defined using the average link method and such that:
B. Detection of Unexpected Events
Detecting unexpected (or equivalently, rare or abnormal) events is of interest in many applications. This issue has been tackled using the same QHMM-based framework. First, a set of predefined (or learned) classes is considered, once again represented by the estimated QHMMs of the class initial members. For each class , the most representative trajectory (i.e, the trajectory with the smallest mean distance to the other trajectories of ) is found, and the distribution of the intra-class distances to is computed (with the other trajectories of ). For each class , the maximum of these intra-class distance values is denoted by , and the standard deviation of these intra-class distance values by . A test trajectory is then defined to be an unexpected event if, for every class , , which endures a low false alarm rate.
VI. OTHER METHODS FOR COMPARISON PURPOSE
To our knowledge, no previous works of video trajectory analysis considered the overall view adopted in this paper. By considering a feature having those invariances and characteristics (considering both the trajectory shapes and speed evolutions), this work considers the trajectory as a dynamical pattern while the other ones consider the trajectories as attached to the camera point of view. Therefore, in order to compare in a relevant way with other methods, new trajectory comparison techniques were developed to put forward the properties (spatio-temporal consideration and efficient processing of small trajectories) of the developed QHMM method.
The methods presented for the recognition of dynamic video content task and for the QHMM state number selections stands similarly when considering the next three presented distances to be compared with the QHMM method.
A. Global QHMM Distance
A method based on QHMM for trajectory analysis (classification, clustering and rare event detection) [20] , [21] was already developed. This later will be denoted now by global QHMM since the QHMM were used to model the whole distribution (for the entire set of data associated to all the considered trajectories) and not dedicated to the precise and specific modeling of each trajectories. This global QHMM method will be used to compare with the new one.
B. Bhattacharyya Distance Between Histograms
Based on the global QHMM trajectory analysis method, and in order to assess the importance of introducing temporal causality, i.e., transitions between states, a Bhattacharyya distance-based classification method has been implemented. The Bhattacharyya distance between two (normalized) histograms and of features , respectively corresponding to two trajectories and , is defined by where is the histogram value of bin for trajectory . Similarly to the global QHMM method, the test trajectory is assigned to the nearest class using an average link method (see (5) , but using here ).
C. Crossed Bhattacharyya Distance Between Histograms
To highlight the relevance of considering temporal causality in the novel QHMM method, a cross Bhattacharyya distancebased classification method has been implemented. The standard Bhattacharyya distance between histograms was enlarged to the crossed Bhattacharyya distance between two trajectories and defined by where is the histogram value of bin (corresponding to the bin of the QHMM modeling associated to trajectory ) when considering the trajectory .
D. HMM/GMM Modeling
Inspired by the work of Porikli, the proposed HMM/GMM distance [43] was extended to the analysis of the feature. This comparison enables to highlight some advantages of the QHMM method in term of results (QHMM may deal with small trajectories, not subject to overfitting when data distributions are difficult to model using Gaussian mixtures). An ergodic HMM was computed for each trajectory, where the modeling of observation ( values) probabilities were done using Gaussian Mixture Models. Initialization was done using a k-means algorithm. To determine the number of states of this HMM modeling, a Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) has been used. Using this HMM/GMM framework to classify trajectories, one HMM/GMM will be created for each trajectory, showing the relevance of the QHMM when dealing with small data sizes. The different considered tasks where realized using the same methods that with the QHMM method and the standard Rabiner distance (see (4)).
E. SVM Classification Method
To compare with an usual and efficient classification tool, a Support Vector Machine (SVM) trajectory classification method [7] was computed. The SVM method proposed in [20] has been considered, where a trajectory is represented by its global QHMM parameters (since every trajectory is modeled using the same quantization scheme). Hence, for each trajectory , a vector containing the HMM parameters of the trajectory is created. A SVM classification technique with a Gaussian RBF (radial basis function) kernel was used. The reported results were obtained using the "one against all" classification scheme. For this classification method, the number of state parameter selection method of Section IV-B was also processed.
VII. EXPERIMENTS
A. Video Trajectories
Real trajectories have been extracted from Formula One (Fig. 7) and Alpine skiing TV programs (downhill and slalom races, Fig. 9 ) filmed with several cameras. Trajectories are computed with a tracking method using a color-based particle filter [40] . Background motion due to camera panning, tilting and zooming is estimated and compensated in the tracking procedure [18] . Trajectory shapes supplied by this method are thus fairly similar to the real 3D trajectories of Formula Ones and skiers (up to an homography, since the 3D motion is planar, examples are plotted on Figs. 8 and 10) . 
B. Results on Supervised Recognition
Results regarding the recognition task are now reported. QHMM-based method has been compared with the histogram comparison technique based on the cross Bhattacharyya distance, the HMM/GMM modeling, the global QHMM method, the Bhattacharyya distance and the SVM method outlined in Section VI. To evaluate the performances, a leave-one-out cross validation [22] was adopted. Tables II and III contain respectively the classification results for the set of Formula One and for the set of ski video trajectories (corresponding classes are presented in Figs. 8 and 10 ). This evaluation on real videos gave very satisfying results since accurate classifications were performed with the QHMM method, while the other techniques gave less accurate results. The comparison with the method based on the cross Bhattacharyya distance, which also supplied interesting results, shows the importance of the temporal causality modeled by the QHMMs. The relevance of considering each trajectory individually is highlighted by the comparison with the global QHMM method and the Bhattacharyya distance based technique. These two latest methods (and the SVM one) yielded less accurate results, and the classification results were better when considering 6 classes than 4 classes, showing the lack of stability of these methods due to the global quantization modeling. HMM/GMM modeling fails to classify trajectories as efficiently as the other proposed methods (highlighting the flexibility of the QHMM modeling versus HMM/GMM modeling when considering small sets of data).
A major advantage of considering invariant features is to be able to handle incomplete background motion elimination. Indeed, the camera motion estimation step may be inaccurate, which generates residual effects on the computed trajectories as shown in Figs. 8 and 10 . All the classes present translation errors, and several contains important scale errors (e.g.,, classes 6 and 7 of Fig. 8 , two classes on the right of Fig. 10 ).
Correct classification results were also obtained when considering the "slalom" and "downhill" classes of ski trajectories (the "slalom" class composed with the three classes on the left of Fig. 10 and the class "downhill" composed with the two classes on the right of Fig. 10 ) with each tested method. Classifications of "tight turn" (class 2 in Fig. 8 ), "light turn" (class 4 and 8 in Fig. 8 ), "chicane" (class 1 and 7 in Fig. 8 ) and "U-turn" (class 3, 5 and 6 in Fig. 8 ) Formula One trajectories also gave correct results.
These last results highlight the relevance of the chosen feature for analyzing the dynamic content of video motions acquired by several different cameras.
C. Results on the Detection of Unexpected Events
Experiments on several real videos for the detection of unexpected events using QHMMs were also conducted. For the Formula One race video, the developed QHMM method was able to detect unexpected events such as accidents or cars veering off the track (revealed by an abnormal trajectory shape) and intervention of the safety car (revealed by a quite different speed while the global trajectory shape remains unchanged) For the skiing competition, the method was able to detect falls of skiers. These results show the relevance of the feature to account for both the shape of the trajectory and the speed evolution.
Figs. 11 and 12 respectively show three Formula One video sequences and two Alpine skiing race video sequences. In each case, the first one belongs to a regular event class while the others are examples of unexpected events. The criterion described in Section V-B allowed us to correctly detect the unexpected events in all the processed examples. In Tables I and IV are supplied, for several unexpected events, the criterion values and the distance between the trajectory detected as unexpected event and the considered classes (presented in Figs. 8  and 10 ). Hence, the QHMM-based framework can be straightforwardly and successfully exploited for detecting unexpected events in videos.
VIII. CONCLUSION
A statistical trajectory-based HMM framework for video content understanding was proposed, automatic, general and flex- ible enough to solve challenging tasks: recognition of events corresponding to learned classes of dynamic video contents and detection of unexpected events. Appropriate local trajectory features invariant to translation, rotation and scale transformations, and that can reliably be computed in presence of noise, have been introduced. Efficient statistically-based parameter estimations methods were also proposed. An important set of comparative experiments on real videos (sport TV programs) with classification ground truth has been conducted and showed that the proposed method supplies accurate results and offers better performances than other approaches such as histogram comparison, HMM/GMM modeling and SVM classification. Extensions of this work will investigate the representation of activities in videos using hierarchical modeling of interacting space-time groups of trajectories.
